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A significant event in the history of information science was the Symposium
on "Machine Methods in Scientific Documentation" organized and conducted
by Eugene Garfield at the Welch Medical Library in Baltimore on March 3,
1953. Marjorie Hyslop who died in 2001 at the age of 93, wrote this report
which is the only published record of the meeting. In addition to Garfield's
discussion of punched cards methods, use of IBM 101 statistical machine for
searching, and use of categorization to study MESH terms, the symposium
included presentations by Saul Herner on the "Information gathering habits of
scientists".
Other participants included H. Peter Luhn(IBM) , John
Mauchly(UNIVAC) , Ralph Shaw (US Dept. Agriculture) , Verner
Clapp (Library of Congress) and Mortimer Taube (Documentation, Inc.). At
the time, this symposium received wide publicity in the Press when the Vice
President of Johns Hopkins University, Lowell J. Reed, opening the session
stated that mankind is drowning in a flood of information. The press reports
stimulated W.C. Adair of Shepard's Citations to write Eugene Garfield which
eventually lead to their meeting.
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usal of periodic&,
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cited
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the
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end the
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be borne in mind.
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tha
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7. Complete
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is essential
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in&king
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Unfortunately,
it is impoedble
to enumerate
611 of the contributors
to, diacuasions
which
invariably
had to be terminated
long
before
the questions
and commenta
w?re exhausted.
The dedea
of appointing
qualified
individuala
to lead the diacusaion
after
each Paper paid
off handsomely,
and the sponsors of the project
could chalk up an unqualified
succees in theL
avowed
purpom
of providing
% aYmWSium
with
active
participation
of visitors,
rather
than the pas&e
attendance
common
to scientific
gatbsriaea
today.

A practical guide to aid SLA members
in planning
exhibits
has
been prepared
by the Public Relations Committee
and is now available
on request, Genevieve
Ford, chairman,
announces.
The “SIA Exhibit Guide” describes in d&l
how to plan and pfepare a professionally-executed
display, the personnel
required,
exhibit
materials available from the Association,
procedures,
suitable prese.ntatian, financial arrangements,
servicing and related information.
1~
Comprehensive
coverage
provides
an indispensable
source
of
authoritative
information
designed
to simplify
the problems
and to
achieve the purpose of the successful exhibit.
Members
of the Sub-Commit?ee
on Exhibits primarily
responsible
for the “Exhibit
Guide”
include Mary Agee, MIX Marie S. Gaff, Mrs.
Marjorie
R. Hyslop, and Mere&h
Wright, chairman,
Further acknowledgment
is .made to the following
librarians
and
their organizations
who have made it possible
to extend
available
exhibit. materials:
Dorothy Wescott of Rohm & Haas; AlberTa Brown of
the Upjohn Company; and Caroline LUU of General Motors.

